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NEW QUESTION: 1
Management is considering adopting a bonus system to increase production. One suggestion is
to pay a bonus on the highest 5 percent of production based on past experience. Past records
indicate that, on the average, 4,000 units of a small assembly are produced during a week. The
distribution of the weekly production is approximately normally distributed with a standard
deviation of 60 units. If the bonus is paid on the upper 5 percent of production, the bonus will
be paid on how many units or more?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. None of these answers
E. 3
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
We want the area 1.0 - 0.55 = 0.45. For this we have a z value of 1.645. Now, using z =
(x-u)/sigma, we have 1.645 = (x-4000)/60. x = 4099.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is correct about the allocation policy of snapshots?
A. If the first snapshot in a virtual disk family is created using the fully allocated method, all
subsequent snapshots in the same disk group must be fully allocated.
B. If one snapshot in a virtual disk family is created using allocation on demand, other
snapshots in the same virtual disk family can be fully allocated snapshots.
C. If the first snapshot in a virtual disk family is created using allocation on demand, all
subsequent snapshots in the same virtual disk family will use allocation on demand.
D. If one snapshot in a disk group is created using allocation on demand, all snapshots in the
same disk group must use allocation on demand.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following are the customer's responsibilities, according to the AWS Shared
Responsibility Security Model? (Choose two.)
A. Client-side data encryption and data integrity authentication
B. Operating system, network, and firewall configuration
C. AWS data center access logs
D. Hypervisor updates and configuration
E. Physical media destruction
Answer: A,B
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